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Week 1 

Publishing  

I do these trainings by outline, so I will be teaching you a lot as things come to mind. 
Be sure to pay attention, have something to take notes with, and print out the 
worksheets and checklists that go along with this training (in your members area) so 
you can do the exercises along with me. I encourage you to hit pause on the training 
video while you do the exercises and work your way through it instead of listening to 
the entire video first and then going back and having to listen to it again. We will take 
things step-by-step, very methodically, to make it easier for you to be able to complete 
your Kindle Challenge and complete your book by the end of the Challenge.  

Your Publishing Company 

The best way to look like you are a real published author and compete in this industry 
with other published authors, is to create a publishing company from the start. 
Unfortunately, there is still stigma associated with self-publishing so you need to take 
steps to not look like a self-published author.

Choosing a Name

In choosing a company name, Google is your friend because you want to search to 
see if your idea is already taken. Just start to brainstorm what you want your name to 
be and search to see if it is available. Don’t use your name, your business name, or 
your pen name. Think different! For example, my company name is Gréine 
Investments, LLC. Gréine is the Gaelic word for “sunshine” so it is basically “Sunshine 
Investments, LLC” but I used a different language. Gréine Publications, my publishing 
company under Gréine Investments, is so different from my personal name and 
because it is an actual business, a LLC, it doesn’t even sound like it might be owned 
by me. What I would never want to do is use something like “Kristen Joy Publications” 
or “The Book Ninja Publishing.” Choosing carefully without any obvious link to your 
own brand is just one more step in making you look like a legitimate published author 
rather than a self-published one.
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Company Name vs Imprint Name

An imprint is a name you publish under. Gréine Investments, LLC is my company 
name; Gréine Publications is my imprint name. They do not have to be different 
names. Don’t get hung up on that because your brain will use that to try to slow you 
down out of fear. Creating this business name and imprint name is nothing to fear or 
panic over. Don’t let it get in the way. Just plan for it and create a name you can use to 
publish under that is not your own personal name even if you don’t have a formally-
registered corporate entity.

Branding

This is a good time to think about branding. As you grow and expand your book 
series, you might want to open yourself up to publishing other authors, publishing 
more than Kindle books (audio, print, etc.), creating non-book content, etc. There is a 
world of possibilities available to you and you shouldn’t assume your publishing 
experience is going to stop with your Kindle book(s). 

Thinking ahead, what kind of color scheme might you want to have associated with 
your company? How about a logo? You don’t have to have a company logo in the 
beginning. You don’t have to have it to publish a book on Kindle, but down the road 
you may want it and it can be easier to at least be planning for it from the start and 
making it something you can grow into.

Company Set-up

I am not an attorney, CPA, or tax specialist. I am going to tell you what I know. If you want 
specific information beyond this, contact an expert.

For Amazon purposes in selling on Kindle in the USA…

✓ DBA (doing business as) requires no legal registration. There is a field in the Kindle 
set-up for “publishing company name (optional)”. You can put anything you want in 
this field. Amazon does not care what it is or if it is registered somewhere.

✓ ASIN is an internal number specific to Amazon and assigned to your book by 
Amazon. It requires no legal registration and you don’t have to do anything to get it. 
If you only sell through Kindle, you only need to upload your book and they will auto 
assign an ASIN to your book for tracking on Amazon. If, however, you want to 
publish outside Kindle/KDP (Kindle Direct Publishing), you are going to need an 
ISBN.
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✓ ISBN (International Standard Book Number) is the number above the barcode on a 
book back cover. This is how book sellers track your sales and attribute sales to you 
so that you get properly paid and proper credit for numbers of copies sold. This is a 
requirement for print books which we are not going to be talking about in the Kindle 
30 Challenge. For Kindle books, an ISBN is not necessary.

✓ Legal company registration is not required to publish on Kindle. I recommend that 
you have a publishing company name, whether it is legally registered or a dba for 
your own name, but it is not required for publishing on Kindle.

✓ Tax ID is required. You are not required to have a FEIN or Federal Employer 
Identification Number unless you are a legally registered company, but if you don’t 
have a FEIN, you must have a Social Security Number (SSN) in order to put your 
book on Kindle. The IRS wants to know how much you were paid because if it is 
more than $600 in a year, you are going to be taxed on it. Amazon is required by 
law to report this to the IRS and they do so using either your FEIN if you have one 
or your SSN. 

For selling on Kindle Internationally, it can get a little tricky. Amazon is a US-based 
company. The US has treaty agreements with other countries meant to protect non-
US persons from double taxation but those agreements depend on the country 
where you are located. You are going to have to research this and ask experts in 
your area whether there are treaty agreements with your country and what the 
requirements entail.

For Amazon purposes, publishing on Kindle for someone in another country…

✓ DBA requires no legal registration

✓ ASIN requires no legal registration

✓ ISBN is NOT necessary. There may be some countries in the world that require this, 
but Amazon does not require it. 

✓ Legal company registration is not required for Amazon but it may be for your own 
country’s regulations. 

✓ A US Tax ID even if you are in a Treaty country IS REQUIRED. This can take the 
form of a TIN, EIN, ITIN, or SSN. If you are a US person living in another country, 
you will have a SSN. If you are a business registered in the US, you will have a 
FEIN/EIN. If you are a non-US person living outside the US, you will probably have 
a TIN or ITIN registered with your country. You must have one of these numbers to 
publish on Kindle. 
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✓ IF you do not have “treaty benefits,” you want to obtain an EIN for your company. If 
you do not have one of those numbers, a TIN/EIN/ITIN/SSN, you are going to be 
charged an additional 30% withholdings from Amazon. If you are in a treaty country, 
Amazon cannot withhold this 30% but if you are not, they are going to take 30% 
from your royalties you would otherwise receive and withhold from you. You are 
going to pay taxes in your own country and you are going to pay this 30% 
withholding for tax in the US. You are not going to make much from a book sale. 
Getting a EIN in the US will automatically increase your royalties in this case by 
30%.

๏ If you live in Australia and have an ABN, the Australian equivalent to the US 
SSN, you are immediately eligible for a US EIN. 

๏ To get an EIN, call the Internal Revenue Service at +1.267.7941.1099 and ask 
for help setting up an EIN. When asked why you are applying for an EIN, use the 
following verbiage: “I am a foreign business complying with withholding 
regulations.” Then they will walk you through the process. It will only take a few 
minutes and you will be given your EIN right over the phone. Write that number 
down. This is the number you will use when you register on Amazon KDP.

๏ You can update your tax ID info inside KDP at any time. You don’t have to have 
your EIN to set up your Kindle account and you can update the information when 
you do have it, but you cannot avoid the 30% withholding if you don’t have one 
and you cannot get the money back once it is withheld, even when you change 
your tax ID info.

Your Book Cover 

Looking at images like these are like going on a first date with someone who didn’t 
brush his/her teeth and starts breathing into your personal space! These are REAL 
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book covers found on Amazon from people who are really trying to sell books! There 
are so many things wrong: bad fonts, thumbnails where you cannot read the text, the 
word “by” before the author’s name (a classic newbie mistake that screams self-
publishing), copyright information on the cover (I have no words…), unspeakably bad 
layout and graphics… DON’T DO ANY OF THIS.

Compare these to the covers below:

The image left has great fonts with a couple of stock images put together with a public 
domain background. The subtitle is a little long, but this is a NYT bestseller in 
paperback so it is difficult to complain. The middle cover is thanks to a professional 
illustrator hired to create an eye-catching graphic; the right cover makes use of a 
photograph. All look professional and impressive. 

Other things these have in common:

๏ Color scheme. The first is very much the color scheme of the treasure hunt map 
and coins. The middle is bright colors which makes sense with the illustration. The 
right image is gray scale, playing off what he is wearing.

๏ Fonts. The fonts are not crazy. They each use three different fonts, the maximum 
to use on the cover, but every font is ideally suited to the graphic and the message, 
the image the cover is meant to portray. 
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Keys to a Good First Impression

➡ Limit fonts to three or less

➡ Use high quality images, whether hiring an illustrator, using stock or public domain, 
etc. That means you want images of 300 ppi minimum. It is important to have high 
resolution images even for Kindle which is screen resolution because the images 
are going to be compressed multiple times before the reader sees the book.

➡ Make sure you have rights to use the images! You can use public domain, purchase 
stock photos (read the license), etc. but do NOT download something from a 
Google Image search or take a screen shot from a web site or rip off an image you 
find in print. You can get into serious trouble for that.

➡ Limit colors. Match color schemes to photos, illustrations, images, etc. but stick to a 
color scheme that makes sense.

➡ Dark text on a light background is best. It shows up better and is better on the eyes. 

➡ If you flip the text/background and use a light text on a dark background, make sure 
the font is very crisp and clean and easy to read. 

Keys to a Good First Impression with a Series

With a series, you are writing to get your audience to come back and buy more, to 
collect your books, not just to buy a single book. There are some important things to 
keep in mind when you create a series:

➡ Branding! It needs to be consistent all the way across everything you do in the 
series

➡ Color needs to be the same where you have your 
series title on every book across the series. My 
Author’s Quick Guide has a dark blue background 
with white text and a lighter blue/white clock with 
gray “numbers.” Make sure this color scheme 
makes sense across all the books in the series.

➡ Logo: you can have a logo that is used the same way in the same place across all 
books in the series. You don’t have to have a logo, but an illustration can become 
quickly recognizable and beneficial to you.
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➡ Font used in the series name needs to be the same, clean and easy to read, and 
recognizable across all books in the series. The same goes for the book title. The 
font used for the title needs to be the same for every book across the entire series. 
A different font will not make sense to your readers.

➡ Design elements like color bars, illustrations, etc. need to be used to set apart the 
series title, book title and your name on every book.

➡ NEVER put your company or personal name on your book cover or book title unless 
it is a memoir about you.

Series Samples

When you are doing an entire series, your first date needs to look something like this: 

You can see there is continuity between them but they are all clearly different books. 
The colors are switched up but the fonts are the same. The title is in the same place 
and the same font. The series title is the same font, placement and color and it is in 
the same color box. That is what you want.

Below is another, one of mine under one of my pen names. The layout is the same. 
The series title is exactly the same location, font, design, color, etc. and the three-
photo design is the same though the photos change depending on the subject of the 
book.
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Here is another good example of the same look and feel but different colors to match 
the image or sport:

Below is my Author’s Quick Guide series. You can see there is no question from the 
design that all 16 books are part of the same series. The titles are all big and bold. 
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Even in the small thumbnails, you can read the titles! That is very important. You need 
to make it easy to read in a small thumbnail.

Make your series look professional. You will have people collecting them all, AND, 
Amazon will market them all together!

Working with a Book Cover Designer

If you don’t have an artistic eye, don’t waste your time and energy doing your own 
book cover. You will sabotage your success because people do judge a book by its 
cover. Whether you do a book cover yourself or work with a designer, the process is 
the same:

1. Concepting: coming up with ideas

2. Proofing: look at the ideas and determine what changes should be made.

3. Revisions: make revisions until you nail down the final design you are happy with. 
Most designers include three revisions in their quote. The final version may be 
similar to concepts or something totally different.

4. Get your final files once you are happy with it. Get your files in high resolution .jpg, 
the format you will need to upload to Kindle AND, if possible, purchase (most 
designers will not give these away) all original design files for your book. These 
files are usually Adobe Photoshop and/or Illustrator. Having those files allows you 
to make changes to the covers for future books while still maintaining the same 
series look and feel; creates a fail-safe in case something happens to that designer 
so you will always have the files for your covers; and allows you to save some 
money by doing these future books yourself rather than paying a designer to do 
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each one. You must, however, have the Adobe software or access to it in order to 
open and edit these files.

Below is an example of the process from my days of doing “Done for You” publishing. 

These were the concepts sent along to the author who liked them but didn’t really 
want the images. She took pieces she liked from each one and combined them to 
make the final one that she wanted.

Ultimately, we ended up with this cover:
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In your members area under the “resources” button is a list from my personal rolodex 
(designers, editors, etc.), people I personally use for my own books and people I’ve 
used for clients. These are people I recommend, and I am taking a risk by giving you 
access to them. My reputation is on the line, and if I find that you have abused them in 
any way, I will boot you from this group!

Week 1 Publishing Homework 

✓ Use checklists and worksheets in your member area

✓ Choose your company name

✓ Research tax law in your country. Talk to a specialist in accounting, taxes, law and talk to 
people in the Facebook group who are going through the same or are professionals 
themselves.

✓ Decide on your series color scheme/style. Do you want a modern vs. classic look, 
masculine vs feminine look, bold vs. light or some mixture of these. Make up your mind 
because you are going to be stuck with it for quite a while. Decide now on something you 
are happy with.

✓ Research cover designers (see Resources section in your members area). 99Designs.com 
is also a good resource for finding a cover designer.
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http://99Designs.com

